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Denoting byY’(d, g, 3) the subscheme ofthe Hilbert scheme, whose general 
point corresponds to smooth irreducible and nondegenerate curve of degree d and 
genus g in P 3, it is proved that Y’(d, g, 3) is irreducible n the following cases: 
(i) d>g+3, (ii) d=g+2 and g>S, (iii) d=g+l and gall. 0 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
In this paper, weprove that he union of the components ofthe Hilbert 
scheme whose general points correspond to smooth, irreducible, and non- 
degenerate curves of degree d and genus g in P’, which we denote by 
xi.g,r, is irreducible n certain ranges of d, g, r. In particular we will prove 
that 8, g, 3is irreducible f d> g and g > 11. 
It should be pointed out that a similar result inthe case of d> g + 3, 
r = 3 was also btained byL. Ein in [E] independently (andearlier). Since 
our proof is somewhat different from that of [El, we will also give our 
proof or the case of d 2 g + 3, as well as for the case beyond this range. 
Throughout wewill be working over the field ofcomplex numbers. 
1. BASIC SET UP, TERMINOLOGIES, AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
First recall that, given on-negative int gers r, d,for every point p of the 
moduli space Ag of smooth curves of genus g and any sufficiently sma l
connected neighborhood U of p, there are a smooth connected variety A’, 
a finite ramified covering, 
* Partially supported by Korea Science and Engineering Foundation. Also supported by 
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and two varieties, proper over 4, 
with the following properties: 
(1) g is a universal curve over A; i.e., for every p E A, 5 -i(p) is a 
smooth curve of genus gwhose isomorphism class i h(p). 
(2) 3; parametrizes pairs (p, g), where PE J&? and 9 is a linear 
system (possibly incomplete) of degree A and of dimension Y,which is 
denoted byg;, on C = [ ‘(p). 
Let 3 be the union of irreducible components of9; whose general 
elements correspond to pairs (p, 9) such that SS is a very ample linear 
system on r-‘(p) =C; i.e., 9 gives an embedding ofC into P’. We will 
prove that % is irreducible n a suitable range of d, g, and r. And this will 
in turn guarantee hirreducibility of the subscheme SL,,,I of%&r in the 
same range. One of the several key facts wewill utilize forthe proof of our 
main assertion s the following, which as been observed and used in 
several circumstances: se  [ACl] or [H] for detailed discussion and proof. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. There exists a unique component ?& of 9 which 
dominates 4?(or J?‘~) ifthe Brill-Noether number 
P(dg,r)=g-(r+l)(g-d+r) 
is positive. Furthermore in the case g- d + r < 0, for any possible component 
9’ of 9 other than ?IO, a general element (p, 9) of 3’ is such that 9 is a 
special linear system on C = { ~ l(p). 
(1.2) Remark. In the Brill-Noether range, i.e., in the range 
p(d, g, r) > 0, we call the component $& of 9 which dominates J$’ the 
principal component. 
The following facts are also useful for the proof of our assertion whose 
proof can be found in [ACZ]. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. (i) Any component of9; has its dimension atleast 
3g - 3 + Ad, g, r). 
(ii) Suppose g>O and let X be a component of 9: whose general 
element (p, 9) is such that 9 is a linear system on C= t-‘(p) which is not 
composed with an involution. Then
dimX=3g-3++(d,g,2)=3d+g-9. 
(iii) For any d, 9: is smooth of dimension 2d+ 2g- 5, ifg> 1. 
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( 1.4) LEMMA. In case g- d + 3 ,< 0 and r = 3, there does not exist a com- 
ponent of Y whose general element (p, 9) is such that 9 is a special linear 
system on C= r-‘(p). 
ProoJ Suppose such a component Y’ of Y exists. Let (p, 9) be a 
general point of Y’, where $8 is a gi on C= t-‘(p). Suppose that r(9) = 
dim 191 =r 2 3. Let %,-* be the (r -2)-fold symmetric product ofg over 
JH. Let V be an open subset ofg,:r--2 xM 9’ consisting of pairs (C pi, 9’) 
such that 19’ -C pi 1 is birationally very ample. Consider the morphism 
defined by!J’(u(c pi, 9’) = [W-C ~~1. Note that Y maps Y into acompo- 
nent Y of Si-,+, whose general e ement is not composed with an 
involution. 
Fix C pi and W, and suppose that V(x pi, 9’) = lu(C qi, 9”). If 
D’ E g’, D” E s”, this implies that D” E ID’ - C pi + C qil and hence 
r(K- D’ + C pi-C qi) = r(K- D”) = r(K- D’) = r(K- D’ + C p,). 
Thus the q’s must be base points for the series IR- D’ + C pi I. By 
hypothesis, D’ and D” are special, hence Z(K - D’) = Z(K - D’ + C pi) > 0 
and there are only finitely many possibilities for C qi. Furthermore forany 
choice of C qi, ~8” belongs tothe grassmannian of projective 3-planes in 
the projective r-space (D’ -C pi + C qi (. Thus the dimension ofthe fiber of
y does not exceed 4(r - 3) and we deduce by using Proposition (1.3), 
3(d-r+2)+g-9=dim Y>dimV--(r-3) 
>3g-3+p(d, g,3)+dimC,-,-4(r-3) 
which is equivalent to g > d- 2, contradicting he hypothesis that 
g-d+360. 1 
Lemma (1.4) and Proposition (1.1) immediately take care of the 
irreducibility of X& g,r for d> g + 3, r = 3. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Y is irreducible if r = 3 and g - d + r < 0. In particular, 
4 8.3 is irreducible if d > g i- 3. 
(1.6) Remark. The technique we used in Lemma (1.4) was originally 
used in [ACl]. One can also use a similar method to show the following 
fact which as been utilized in [KK] to give another p oof of a result of
Ballico that ageneral (e+2)-gonal curve has Clifford in ex e: see [B]. 
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(1.7) COROLLARY. Let W be an irreducible c osed subvariety of
9?;, r> 2, whose general member (p, 9) is such that 9 is complete, special, 
and birationally verample on C = 5 l(p). Then 
dimW<3d+g-4r-1. 
Proof See [KK] 
2. IRREDUCIBILITY OF JJL,,,~ FOR d= g+ 2, g+ 1 
In this section we prove the irreducibility of 42, R,r for d= g + 2 and d= 
g + 1 with r= 3. But before proceeding, t should be noted that hroughout 
this paper we are working only in the Brill-Noether range so that we can 
use Proposition (1.1) for the investigation of thematter. On the other 
hand, if d> 2g - 2 it is not hard to show that Y&r is irreducible f 
g - d + r < 0 and is empty otherwise. Thus for the case r= 3, we may well 
assume that (3/4) g +3 < d 6 2g - 2, and hence that d> 7. Furthermore if 
d = 7, then in the range above we must have g = 5 and it is not hard to 
show that .a;,,,, is irreducible. Accordingly we will assume that d2 8 for 
the rest of this ection. 
(2.1) Remark. Given afixed smooth curve C, we denote the variety of 
g;‘s on C by G;(C). The description of the tangent space to G:(C) at a 
point 9 = I@(V) where V& H”(C, L), L = O(D), DE 9 is well known: see 
[AC21 for details. In particular we have 
dim T&G;(C)) = p(d, g, r) + dim Ker po, 
where p. is the cup product map 
/Lo: V@HO(C, I&L-‘) + W(C, K). 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let d = g + 2 and r = 3. Suppose that 9’ is a component of
9 other than go. Then a general element (p, 9) is such that 9 is an 
incomplete linear system on C= t-‘(p). 
Proof: Suppose that here exists a component 9’ of 9 other than %I0 
whose general e ement (p, 9) is such that 9 is complete onc-‘(p) = C. 
Since 9’ does not dominate A, the dimension ofG:(C) should exceed the 
Brill-Noether number p(d, g, 3) by Proposition (1.3). On the other hand, 
by Remark (2.1), we have 
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because the map pLg is injective if 9 = IDI and d= g + 2: if 9 is complete 
thenho(C,K,OLo(-D))=g-d+3=l,hencethemap~L,isinjective. i 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let d = g + 2 and r = 3. Suppose that 9’ is a component of 
‘9 other than YO. Then for a general e ement (p, 9) of %‘, r(9) 2 5. 
ProojI By Lemma (2.2) we already know that r(3) 24 for a general 
(p, ~)EY. Suppose that r(9)=4. Let V be an open subset of 9’ 
consisting of elements (p, 9) with r(9) =4, and consider the map 
defined by Y(p, a)=(~, IK-01) h w ere C= t-‘(p), DEB, and K is a 
canonical divisor. Then by Proposition (1.3) and by noting the fact hat 
the dimension fa fiber ofY over apoint in ‘9- 4 can be at most 4, we 
have 
dimY’=dimVgdimY~-,+4=2(g-4)+2g-5+4 
=4g-9<3g-3++(g+2, g, 3) 
which is a contradiction. 1 
For the case d= g + 1, we have the following lemma which is similar to 
(2.2). 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let d= g+ 1, r= 3, and g>, 11. Suppose that Y’ is a com- 
ponent of $9 other than go. Then a general e ement (p, 9) of 9’ is such that 
9 is an incomplete linear system on C = t- l(p). 
Proof. Suppose that ageneral e ement (p, 9) of 9’ corresponds to a
complete 9 on C = 5 -l(p). Let f be the degree of the fixed divisor ofthe 
residual linear system 1 K - D( where D E 9. Then we have the natural map 
defined by!P(p, 9) = (p, 1 K- DI -F), where V” is an open subset of9’, 
DE 9, and F is the fixed divisor fthe linear system )K- DJ. Then by 
Proposition (1.3) wemust have 
3g-3++(g+l,g,3)<dim9’=dimV<dim9~~,~,+f 
=3g--++P(g-----f,g, l)+f 
which implies f =0. Thus we deduce that for ageneral e ement (p, 1 DI ) of 
Y’, the residual linear system I K- DI = IE( is a base-point-free pencil. Since 
9’ does not dominate A, G:(C) has dimension more than the 
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Brill-Noether number p( g + 1, g, 3). Thus by considering the cup product 
map 
PO: ffO(C, W))O ffO(C, KC-O O( -D)) + HOW, Kc), 
p(g+ 1, g, 3)<dim G:(C)<dim T,,,G:(C) 
=p(g+ 1, g, 3)+dimKerp, 
and we see that dim Ker p. > 0. On the other hand, by the base-point-free- 
pencil trick, Ker p. E H”( C, Kc@ O( -2E)). Note that deg IK- 2EI = 4 
and by Clifford theorem r(K- 2E) < 1 since C cannot be a hyperelliptic 
curve. Two cases are possible. 
(i) If r( K- 2E) = 1, then we have the natural map 
Y: V’ --+ 59; 
defined byY’(p, IDI )= 1 K - 2EI, where Y’ is an open subset of9’, and 
[El = I K - DI. The map Y’ is easily seen to be a finite to one map and 
hence 
dim V’ = dim Y’ d dim 9: 
=2g+3<3g-3+p(g+l,g,3)=4(g+l)-l& 
which is absurd since we are assuming that p( g + 1, g, 3) > 0. 
(ii) If r(K- 2.E) = 0, we then have the map 
p: $f’, + 3; 
defined byY”(p, IDI) = (K- 2EI, where V” is an open subset of9’. Note 
that he map Y’ maps V” into aproper subvariety of 9:since 9’does not 
dominate A!. Thus we have 
dimV”=dimg’=dim Y”(V”)<3g-4+4<4(g+1)-15, 
which is absurd if g> 12. If g= 11, then by the inequality 
3 =p(g+ 1, g, 3)<dim Gi(C)<dim r,,,G:(C) 
=P(g+1,g,3)+dimKerpo 
Gi+ i(C) =G:,(C) has dimension either 3 or 4. If dim G:,(C) = 3, then 
again by the fact that 9’ does not dominate A, we have 
dimQ’<(3g-4)+3=32<4(g+l)-15=33, 
which is absurd. Incase dim G:,(C) = 4, by noting the fact hat here 
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always exists a g: on C (cf. [K] or [ACGH], p. 2003) we have a 
projection map 
71: v-‘” -+ A!; c dtx, 
where V”’ is an open subset of9’ and &i is the sublocus in JV consisting 
of points p EJ% such that : -l(p) = C has a g:. Since the dimension ofthe 
fiber ofthe map z over apoint in the image is 4, we have 
dim8’=dimY”‘<dim~~+4=(2g+3)+4<4(g+1)-15, 
which is absurd. 1
(2.5) LEMMA. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g. Let G be an 
irreducible subvariety of G;(C). Let 9 be a general point of G. Suppose 191 
is birationally verample. Let D be a divisor belonging to9. If D is special, 
dimG<2d-g-3r+l+h’(C,K,@O(-20)). 
ProoJ: See [ACl] or [H]. 
(2.6) THEOREM. 9 is irreducible if d = g + 2 or d = g + 1 and g > 11. 
Proof Let 9’ be a component of9 other than the principal component 
go. Let (p, 9) be a general e ement of9’ and r = r(D), DEB. By (2.2), 
(2.3), and (2.4) wehave r>/ d- g + 3. Consider the morphism 
defined byY(p, 9)= (p, IDI) wh ere Y’ is an open subset of9’ and DE 9. 
Let TV be the image of the morphism Y. Let (p, IDI )be a general e ement 
of ^w and f be the degree of the fixed divisor F of the linear system [El =
JK- DI. By passing tothe residual series and then taking off the fixed 
points, we have the map 
We now consider the following possibilities. 
(i) IE- FI is birationally verample. By applying Corollary (1.7) 
and noting the fact that he dimension ofthe fiber ofthe morphism Y over 
a general point in -w‘ is 4(r - 3), we have 
dimB’=dimV”‘<3(2g-2-d-f)-4(g-d+r-1) 
+g-l+f+4(r-3)<4d-15, 
which is a contradiction. 
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(ii) IE- t;l is not b’ irationally ver ample. Denoting by !&? the 
closure ofthe subvariety of A consisting of all points corresponding to 
curves which are n-fold ramified coverings of mooth genus ycurves, we
note, by Riemann’s moduli count, 
dimXH,,<2g+(2n-3)(1-y)-2. 
Let rr and y be the degree of the map from C determined by the linear 
system 1 E- FI and the genus of the image curve, respectively. 
Suppose that y3 1. By applying Lemma (2.5) toa general fiber ofthe 
map 
we have 
dimYF<dimX,,,+2d-g-3r+ 1 <(2g-2)+2d-g-3r+ 1. 
Since (D( is birationally ver ample, r(2D) >3r - 1 and hence r d 
(2d- g + 1)/3. Thus one gets 
which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that y = 0. In this case we have IEl = (i - 1) g: + F, f = 
(2g-2-ci)-(i-l)n,wherei=ho(C,K,O0(-D))=g-d+r.Notethat 
n > 3 since a hyperelliptic curveannot have a birationally verample 
special linear system 9. Thus we have 
dimV=dim~+4(r-3)<dimY~+f-t-4(r-3) 
=3d-(n-4)(i-3)-7<3d+i--3-7. 
On the other hand, since r < (2d- g + 1)/3 we have 
which is absurd. 1
We summarize the results we obtained sofar in the following theorem. 
(2.7) THEOREM. (i) Zj” da g + 3, $;,n,3 is irreducible. 
(ii) Zf d= g + 2 and g 2 5, YL, R, 3is irreducible. 
(iii) If d = g + 1 and g 2 11, 92, g,3 is irreducible. 
481/145/l-17 
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